We study a quenched charged-polymer model, introduced by , that reproduces the folding/unfolding transition of biopolymers. We prove that, below the critical inverse temperature, the polymer is delocalized in the sense that: (1) The rescaled trajectory of the polymer converges to the Brownian path; and (2) The partition function remains bounded.
1 Introduction and main results
The charged polymer model
We consider a polymer model introduced by Garel and Orland in [9] for modeling the trajectory of biological proteins made of hydrophobic monomers.
Let {q i } ∞ i=0 be i.i.d. real variables and {S i } ∞ i=0 an independent simple random walk on Z d with S 0 = 0. Both stochastic processes exist on a common probability space (Ω , F, P).
Given a realization of q and S, we consider We think of the q i 's as charges, Q x N as the total charge at position x ∈ Z d , and H N as the energy of the polymer. In this way, we see that Q x N and H N in fact define functions of the trajectory S of the walk. Therefore, we might occasionally refer to them respectively as Q x N (S) and H N (S), as well. For all β ∈ R [inverse temperature] and N 1 [the number of monomers] consider the quenched probability measure P 3) where Z N (β) [the partition function] is defined so that P β N is indeed a probability measure; that is, Z N (β) := E exp β N H N q 0 , q 1 , . . . , q N −1 .
( 1.4) We can write the energy in the following equivalent form: are the same, but one has to remember to halve/double the parameter β in order to understand one in terms of the other.
In our model, like charges attract when β > 0 . This accounts for the hydrophobic properties of monomers immersed in water [9] . And the scaling H N /N was introduced also in [9] in order to compensate for the absence of hard-core repulsion. It will also follow from Lemma 2.5 below that this scaling makes the energy subadditive [or extensive]. The fact that charges interact only when they are at exactly the same position is said to account for the screening effect: When a polymer is immersed in water, its charges are surrounded by oppositely-charged free molecules of the solvent.
Garel and Orland [9, 10] introduced the charged-polymer model in order to better understand the transition, in biopolymers, from a swollen state to a folded state. In [10] the authors perform a mean-field analysis of a model with independent, Gaussian interactions between monomers pairs. And in [9] they introduce [a generalization of]Ĥ N in order to model different possible attractive/repulsive forces between different monomers such as amino acids in proteins or the base-pairs in the RNA. 1 When the reference random walk {S i } ∞ i=0 is replaced by a walk on a simplex with d points, Garel and Orland [9] find a continuous phase transition from a folded to an unfolded state as the temperature increases. And, for a continuous version of the charged-polymer model, they find that a similar continuous phase transition holds at an explicit temperature. In another paper [10] , however, Garel and Orland mention that the phase transition in biopolymers is expected to be discontinuous. Among other things, the results of our paper confirm their prediction in the present charged-polymer model.
The physics literature contains also the analyses of several seeminglysimilar models that are not equivalent to ours mainly because in those models like charges repel [7, 8, 12, 15] .
In the last few years the mathematics of polymer measures has also grown considerably [5, 6, 11, 19] . However, it appears that little is known about our model. We are aware only of Chapter 8 of [6] on the annealed measure in the repelling regime β 0, and that result holds for a different scaling of the energy [for which the polymer is completely localized.] We are aware also of some recent works on the energyĤ N itself: In [3] , limit theorems forĤ N are established; it was shown in [4] that the distribution ofĤ N is comparable to the random walk in random scenery as N tends to infinity, see also [13] ; and large deviations forĤ N were established in [1, 2] .
Let us conclude this introduction with a brief outline of the paper: In the remainder of this section we present our main results on the model. Those results range from a characterization of the delocalized phase to a description of the discontinuous phase transition, and finally to large-β asymptotics.
We also emphasize some differences between the quenched and annealed measures, and describe the effect of a pulling force. Proofs of the various assertions are relegated to Section 2. Finally, we include some basic facts about the local times of the simple random walk in the appendix.
The delocalized phase
Unless it is stated to the contrary, we assume that Eq 0 = 0, Var q 0 = 1, and that the charges are subgaussian; that is, κ < ∞, where
(1.7) eq:kappa
We have κ 1 as long as q 0 has a finite moment generating function near zero and Eq 0 = 0. And κ = 1 both when the q i 's have the Rademacher distribution [P{q 0 = ±1} = 1/2] and when they have a standard normal distribution. 8) where " P −→" denotes convergence in probability. As is customary, we call
Now we introduce
i=0 at x, and define
(1.10) eq:LTstar to be maximum local time.
The next theorem tells us that the set D characterizes the region of β for which the trajectory of the polymer is [asymptotically] indistinguishable from that of a random walk. In other words, the polymer is delocalized when β ∈ D and N is large.
thm:D Theorem 1.1. If Eq 0 = 0, Var q 0 = 1, and κ < ∞, then:
1. D is an interval that contains (−∞ , 1/κ).
β ∈ D if and only if for all
3. β ∈ D if and only if: 1.12) where µ − ν TV := sup A |µ(A) − ν(A)| is the total variation distance.
In order to describe a consequence of Theorem 1.1, let N 1 be an integer, and consider the stochastic process S N defined by
S N is defined uniquely as the piecewise-linear function that takes the values 
14)
where B denotes d-dimensional Brownian motion. Remark 1.3. Even though β ∈ D if and only if P β N {L ⋆ N < εN } → 1 in probability, one can say more about the rate of this convergence when β in the interior of D. Indeed, suppose β lies in the interior of D. It follows from part 1 of Theorem 1.1 that qβ ∈ D for some q > 1. Let p denote the conjugate to q; that is, p −1 + q −1 = 1. Then Hölder's inequality implies that
The fraction of the Z N 's goes to one in probability since both β and qβ are in D. Therefore, it follows from Lemma A.2 below that P β N {L ⋆ N < εN } → 1, in probability, exponentially fast, as long as β lies in the interior of D.
A first-order phase transition
We show, in Lemma 2.5 below, that the normalized energy H N /N is subadditive. And it will follow from that fact that the free energy ̥ exists when the second moment of the charge distribution is finite. More precisely, we have the following.
prop:F Proposition 1. 4 . If E(q 2 0 ) < ∞, then for all β ∈ R,
exists a.s. and in L 1 (P), and ̥(β) is nonrandom. The function R ∋ β → ̥(β) is nonnegative, nondecreasing, and convex with ̥(0) = 0.
Define the critical inverse temperature,
Clearly, ̥(β) = 0 whenever β β c . We now wish to know whether or not the converse is true.
Our next theorem shows that a first-order phase transition occurs at β c , and that the maximal fraction L ⋆ N /N of monomers on a single site jumps discontinuously from 0 to a quantity that is at least 1/(2κβ c ) > 0. It might help to recall that convex functions have right derivatives everywhere.
thm:fo Theorem 1. 5 . If Eq 0 = 0, Var q 0 = 1, and κ < ∞, then ̥(β c ) = 0, whereas ̥(β) > 0 for all β > β c . Moreover, there is a first-order phase transition at β c ; i.e., .19 ) eq:prop:min
The folded phase
When the inverse temperature β is large, the polymer measure concentrates on the configurations with high energy. In dimensions d 2 we will compute the [quenched] maximum of H N . It turns out that that maximum is realized when the walk is concentrated on four points that define a square.
Recall that a + := a ∨ 0 and a − := (−a) + for all a ∈ R. When Z is a random variable and ε ∈ {− , +} we always write EZ ε as shorthand for E(Z ε ) [and never for (EZ) ε ].
prop:maxH:bc Proposition 1.6. If d 2, then for all β ∈ R, .20) Consequently, under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 [that Eq 0 = 0, Var q 0 = 1, and κ < ∞], the critical inverse temperature satisfies
( 1.21) We emphasize that, in the case that E|q 0 | = ∞, the preceding proposition tells us that ̥(β) = ∞ a.s. for all β > 0. That proposition also tells us that β c 4 ln(2d) when q 0 has the Rademacher distribution [i.e., q 0 = ±1 with probability 1/2 each] and β c 2π ln(2d) when q 0 has a standard normal distribution.
In order to prepare for our next results we first define the following quantities:
; and (1.23) eq:lambda 
.
( 1.25) Thus, for example, γ = 1/4, λ = 1/8, and β α = 32 ln(2d)/(1 − α) when q 0 has the Rademacher distribution [q 0 = ±1 with probability 1/2 each].
In addition to the preceding constants, we will need some notation: We say that "U is a unit square" if we can write U = {x 1 , . . . , x 4 } as a collection of four points that satisfy
Also, for 0 < α < 1 we define the event S α ,
There exists a unique unit square U ⊂ Z d such that
In other words, the event S α is realized exactly when there exists a unique unit square U such that the sum of the absolute charges not on U is at most
(1 − α)/2 times the total absolute charge of the polymer.
thm:square Theorem 1.7 (The four points). Assume d 2. Then for all δ > 0, there is c δ ∈ (0 , ∞) such that for every N 1 and β ∈ R,
Our result is limited to d 2, since this is the minimal dimension in which we can consider a square. But other results are also sometimes possible. For example, if S is replaced by the lazy random walk, then one can adapt the present methods to prove the existence of two adjacent points that bear most of the available charge provided that β is large enough. And the latter assertion is valid for every d 1.
In the usual scaling βH N /N , Theorem 1.7 shows that the polymer is localized for any β > β α . But the latter theorem yields a pointwise estimate in β. It is instructive to also consider the scaling in which β = bN for some b > 0. That is the case in which β is proportional to N instead of being a constant. In that case, S α continues to be a typical event when
In other words, for every b > 0, all but a bounded amount of the absolute charges live on four points.
Given a nonempty subset A ⊂ Z d , define 1.27) this defines the diameter of A. Our next result describes the behavior of the polymer for large values of β.
thm:range Theorem 1.8 (Logarithmic diameter). For all β ∈ R and K > 0 there exist 0 c C ∞ such that 1.28) for all sufficiently large integers N 1. Moreover:
If d 2 and
Therefore, the polymer is "compact" for large values of β in the sense that its diameter grows only logarithmically with the number of monomers. Although the range of the polymer diverges with N (Theorem 1.8) , one can show that the expectation of S N remains bounded for all β sufficiently large. We describe this phenomenon next.
Given α ∈ (0 , 1) consider the random variable
where U is the unique random square that concentrates most of the charges,
given S α . The quantity R N α is therefore the index of the first monomer that belongs to the unit square U on S α . And one can use R N α in order to obtain a bound on the distance from U to the origin. The distributional symmetry of the polymer shows that the last monomer on U has the same distribution
We will prove later on that the distribution of R N α has an exponential tail. Our final result is:
( 1 we find that-in the case of Rademacher-distributed charges-we have
(1.34)
On the annealed measure
Our proofs can be easily adapted to describe the behavior of the annealed measure, defined by 35) when EZ N (β) < ∞. (The latter condition holds, for example, when β < 1/κ and N is sufficiently large). The annealed free energy is
We can define the region of delocalization for the annealed measure and the annealed critical point respectively as follows:
β c := sup D.
( 1 2. Theorem 1.5 continues to remain valid after we replace β c byβ c and ̥ by ̥, and also add the restriction-to the set of β's-that EZ N (β) is finite for all large N . Lemma 2.4 shows that D ⊂ D, thereforeβ c β c ; but we believe that this inequality is not sharp in general.
The proof of
It is sometimes possible to computeβ c ; the following highlights an example.
prop:bca Proposition 1.12. If q 0 has a standard normal distribution, then EZ N (1) = ∞ for all N 1. Consequently,β c = 1.
We can adapt many of our localization results to the annealed case provided that EZ N (β) is finite and β is large [consider for instance charges that are bounded random variables]. In those cases, as β → ∞ the trajectory concentrates on two points, while the charges at a given parity tend to have a constant sign and an absolute value close to the essential supremum q 0 L ∞ (P) of the charge distribution.
The influence of a pulling force
sec:pulling Our proofs will rely only very little on the assumption that {S i } ∞ i=0 is a simple symmetric random walk. To illustrate, let us say a few words about the case where {S i } ∞ i=0 has a bias that corresponds to the action of a pulling force.
For every λ ∈ R d let us define a probability measure P λ by the following prescription of its Radon-Nikodým derivative with respect to P: For every
where F k denotes the sigma-algebra generated by all of the charges
as well as the k initial values {S i } k i=0 of the random walk. Under the measure P λ the distribution of the charges q remains the same as that under P, but S becomes a biased, in particular transient, random walk with the following transition probabilities: For every basis
As we did before, in the unforced setting, we consider the measures 40) where Z N (β, λ) is the partition function,
Then we proceed to define the "λ-analogues" of the quantities of interest.
Namely:
and
( 1.42) Of course, we can write P β,λ N (A) as follows as well:
The quantity λ · S N −1 is responsible for the different behavior of P β,λ N from P β N , and corresponds to the potential energy of a pulling force λ.
Define
The proof of Lemma A.1 below goes through, as no essential changes are necessary, and ensures that I λ : (0 , 1/2) → (0 , ∞) exists and is continuous.
We will see that Theorem 1.1, Proposition 1.4 , and Theorem 1.5 continue to remain valid if we respectively replace D, P, P β N , β c , ̥, and I by D λ , P λ ,P β,λ N , β c (λ), ̥ λ , and I λ . We shall also prove that Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 continue to hold, but some of the stated constants need to be changed because the probability of the trajectory with maximal energy H N is no longer (2d) −N .
Our next result shows that the pulling force can sometimes trigger the folding/unfolding transition as β c (λ) → ∞ when λ → ∞. It also prove that the function λ → β c (λ) is locally Lipschitz continuous. In order to prepare for that result let us observe that the right derivative ̥ ′ λ of ̥ λ exists everywhere on (0 , ∞); this holds by convexity.
thm:pulling Theorem 1.13. If Eq 0 = 0, Var q 0 = 1, and κ < ∞, then: 
Estimates on the partition function
For every ε > 0, we can consider the truncated partition function
The following is the main result of this subsection, and is essential to our characterization of the delocalized phase.
prop:EZ Proposition 2.1. Assume Eq 0 = 0 and Var q 0 = 1. If ε > 0 and β ∈ R satisfy either β 0 or 2κβε < 1, then lim N →∞ EZ ε N (β) = exp(β).
Note that the above statement implies the convergence lim N →∞ EZ N (β) = exp(β) for any β ∈ R such that κβ < 1, since L ⋆ N (N +1)/2, and therefore
The proof rests on two preparatory lemmas.
lem:Z:Jensen Lemma 2.2. Suppose Eq 0 = 0 and Var q 0 = 1. Let ε ∈ (0, 1] and β ∈ R such that either β 0 or 2κβε < 1. Then, for all δ > 0, sufficiently small, there exists C ∈ (0 , ∞) such that for every N 1, sufficiently large, 
3)
Before we prove the two lemmas, let us use them in order to establish Proposition 2.1. The lemmas will be proved subsequently.
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let us first note that for all possible realizations 2.5) see Lemma A.2 below. This proves half of the assertion of the proposition.
Next we establish a corresponding upper bound, thereby complete the proof.
Thanks to Lemma 2.2, for all sufficiently small δ > 0 there exists a C ∈ (0 , ∞) such that for every N 1, sufficiently large, 7) and the remainder of the proof follows then from Lemma 2.3.
Next, we set out to derive Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, as promised earlier.
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Our goal is to derive a uniform estimate for .8) [This is temporary notation, used specifically for this proof.] Depending on the sign of β we introduce the Laplace/Fourier transform
The behavior of Ψ at the origin is given by
Furthermore, for all t ∈ R,
Let ξ be independent of {q i } ∞ i=0 , and have a standard normal distribution. Then,
(2.12) eq:Eexpl
According to (2.10), there exists some A(δ) > 0 such that
Because E exp(aξ 2 ) = (1 − 2a) −1/2 for every a < 1/2, (2.12) implies that E is bounded above by
. (2.14)
A Taylor expansion of the logarithm shows that if α < 1/2 then there
, and the logarithm is at most
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the latter expectation vanishes exponentially fast as N → ∞, because εκβ + < 1/2; in particular, it is uniformly smaller than l 2 /N 2 for all sufficiently large values of N . The lemma follows.
Proof of Lemma 2. 3 .
First of all, we note that for all k 0 and N 1,
Consequently,
(2.17) eq:exponentialbound Therefore, Chebyshev's inequality, (2.17), and (A.8) together imply that for all N 1 and y > 0,
We will use this bound only if the right-hand side is 1; i.e., when
Else, we use the trivial bound P{L ⋆ N yN } 1. In this way, we find that
(2.20) eq:int:bd1 Therefore, the lemma follows from the bound
The delocalized phase
Before we give the proof of Theorem 1.1, we state and prove an easy consequence of Proposition 2.1:
lem:Z:eps Lemma 2. 4 . Assume Eq 0 = 0, Var q 0 = 1 and κ < ∞. Let ε > 0 and β ∈ R such that either β 0 or 2κβε < 1. Then
Proof. First, we prove that, when β 0 or 4κβε < 1,
The latter quantity goes to 0 as N → ∞, thanks to Proposition 2.1, and this proves (2.26). Now we conclude the proof of the Lemma and assume
N (β) is non-negative and its expectation goes to 0 as N → ∞, cf. Proposition 2.1. Therefore it converges to 0 in probability. By (2.26) we know already that Z ε/2 N (β) → e β in probability as N → ∞. The conclusion follows.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us first prove that (−∞ , 1/κ) ⊆ D. We choose and fix β ∈ (−∞ , 1/κ). There is δ > 0 such that 2κβ(
is a consequence of Lemma 2. 4 .
Next we prove that D is an interval. Thanks to the topology of R, it suffices to show that D ∩ (0, ∞) is connected.
Let us choose and fix β 1 , β 2 ∈ D such that 0 < β 1 < β 2 . For all β ∈ (β 1 , β 2 ) and γ > 1, (Z N (β)) γ Z N (γβ), thanks to the conditional Jensen
. We can pass to the limit [N → ∞] to deduce that β ∈ D. This implies the connectivity of D, and completes the proof of part 1.
Assertion 2 of the theorem holds because 28) and Z ε N (β) → e β in probability for all sufficiently small ε > 0 [ Lemma 2.4 ]. Finally we demonstrate part 3. Assume first β ∈ D. For N fixed, the total variation is at least P Now we consider β ∈ D and ε > 0 such that 4κβ + ε < 1, and consider some event A that might depend on all {S i } ∞ i=0 and {q i } ∞ i=0 . We have
where
, and .30) According to assertion 2 and to Lemma A.2, d 2 → 0 in probability as N → ∞. So it suffices to prove that d 1 → 0 in probability as N → ∞, uniformly in A. It follows from the definition of P β N that 
The existence of free energy (proof of Proposition 1.4)
In this section we show that the normalized energy H N /N is subadditive, and then conclude Proposition 1.4 from that fact.
Furthermore, H N 1 and H N 2 are conditionally independent, given {q i } ∞ i=0 , and the conditional distribution ofH N 2 is the same as the conditional distribution of H N 2 given the chargesq.
Proof. Clearly,
Therefore, the convexity of h(x) := x 2 implies that 1
We can sum the preceding over all x ∈ Z d to deduce (2.32). In addition, the conditional distribution ofH N 2 , given the chargesq, depends only on the distribution ofS, which is the law of a simple random walk.
Proof of Proposition 1.4. Let
denote the free energy corresponding to a finite and fixed N 1 and to a given realization of the charges q := {q i } ∞ i=0 . By the conditional Jensen's inequality, lim inf and is nonrandom, then certainly ̥(β) 0.
Now we prove convergence.
According to Lemma 2.5, for every fixed N 1 , N 2 1, we can bound
Because ̥ q 1 (β) = q 2 0 has a finite expectation and because of the minoration (2.36), Kingman's subadditive ergodic theorem [17, 18] tells us that ̥ q N (β) converges a.s. and in L 1 (P). In particular,
39) eq:Fking
The monotonicity and the convexity of β → N −1 ln Z N (β), and hence of ̥, follow respectively from the following relations:
together with the fact that both of these quantities are nonnegative.
2.4
The first-order phase transition (proof of Theorem 1.5) Our proof of Theorem 1.5 requires three preliminary Lemmas.
lem:jump Lemma 2.6. For all β > 0 and ε, η > 0,
Proof. We assume of course that ε < (1 − η)/(2κβ). Because Z N (β) 1, 
It follows from Proposition 1.4 that for every ε > 0,
Next we prove that the preceding implies the result.
In accord with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
We sum this inequality over x ∈ Z d to find that
47) eq:H:Lstar
The lemma follows from (2.45 ) and the law of large numbers.
lem:LH Lemma 2.8. For every ε, β > 0 and 0 < δ < I(ε)/β, 
bounded above by the conditional expectation in the preceding display.
Proof of Theorem 1.5 . For all β ∈ R we define Now we turn to the proof of (2.51). We fix β > 0 and ε > 0. According to Lemma 2.6 we have as well lim sup .52) Since Z N (β) and Z ε N (β) are nondecreasing functions of β, 2.53) almost surely on T δ N where (2.54) According to Lemma 2.4 , for all δ > 0 small enough, Z 2.55) for all δ > 0 sufficiently small. In view of Lemma 2.8, this yields also lim sup
Consequently, we can integrate (2.40) over all η ∈ (β , β + δ) to see that lim sup 2.57) and letting ε → 0 we conclude the proof of (2.51).
Energy and the distance to optimality:
The four points (Proofs of Proposition 1.6 and Theorem 1.7) The aim of this subsection is to prove Proposition 1.6 and Theorem 1.7. We consider henceforth the following related problem: What is the maximum value of H N given q 0 , . . . , q N −1 , where the maximum is taken over all possible random walk paths.
Let us introduce some notation. We say that x ∈ Z d is odd (resp. even) when the sum of its coordinates is odd (resp. even). Given N 1, ε ∈ {− , +}, and p ∈ {odd , even} we define
where "i ≡ p" means that "i has parity p." The quantity Q p ε is the total value of charges of sign ε available at positions of parity p.
Given a realization of (q , S) we define x p ε as any one of the points of Z d with parity p such that εQ x N is maximal (since positions with no charge exist we always have εQ where "max S " refers to the maximum over all possible random walk paths.
Proof. In order to prove part 1 we first decompose, and then estimate, the energy as follows:
( 2.64) We express the latter in terms of D N to complete the proof of part 1.
Next we demonstrate part 2.
Thanks to part 1 of the lemma, In order to be concrete, we will consider the case that q 0 0; the case that q 0 < 0 can be considered similarly. Define Our next Proposition is a ready consequence. .69) This result immediately implies Proposition 1.6 because the random walk
i=0 is equal to the argmax of S → H N with probability (2d) −N . And therefore
Proof of Proposition 2.10. Owing to Lemma 2.9, we can decompose the maximum energy as It also will lead to an upper bound on the maximum energy max S H N in the case that d = 1.
Proof. First of all, let us observe from the definition of D that
Next we note that
, and
( 2.75) If i ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1} is odd, then we necessarily have either
Therefore, the lemma follows.
The following lemma will also be useful in our forthcoming analysis.
lem:lwbH Lemma 2.12. For all d 1, β 0, ε > 0, N 1, and q 0 , . . . , q N −1 ∈ R:
the lemma follows from (2.70).
Now we conclude the proof of Theorem 1.7. We introduce
(2.78) eq:Gamma
Recall from ( 1.22 ) and (1.23) the quantities γ and λ. Then a direct inspection reveals that
For every fixed δ > 0, let us consider the events
81) eq:Calpha so that C α is the event that the points x odd / even ± are adjacent and possess each a proportion at least (1 + α)/2 of the available charge. Note, in particular,
82) eq:CinS
where the event S α was defined in (2.82).
Proof of Theorem 1.7. In accord with Cramér's theorem there exists c δ > 0 such that
Next we observe that if εQ
for some p ∈ {odd , even} and ε ∈ {− , +}, then 2.84) in accord with the definition (2.59) of D N . If, on the other hand,
Therefore, we may apply Lemmas 2.9 and 2.12 in conjunction to deduce that the following holds almost surely on E δ N :
(2.85) eq:PC
This and (2.82) together imply the result.
Our next result estimates the maximum allowable energy max S H N /N 2 in the case that d = 1. It might help to recall that λ was defined in (1.23).
lem:maxH:d1 Lemma 2.13.
And, for all ε ∈ {− , +}, lim inf 
Remark 2.14. In the case that q 0 has the Rademacher distribution [i.e.,
P{q 0 = ±1} = 1/2], the preceding tells us that 19 128 lim inf .90) [Note that 19/128 ≈ 0.1484375 and 7/32 ≈ 0. 21875.] Proof of Lemma 2.13. We use the same notation as in the former proof.
Since we have d = 1 it is not possible that x odd ± are adjacent to x even ± . In view of Lemma 2.11 this implies that 2.91) and hence max S H N /N 2 is bounded above by 2.92) for every q ∈ E δ N . This yields the first assertion of the lemma. We propose the following strategy in order to establish the asserted 2.93) This yields the lower bound.
2.6
Logarithmic range and bounded expectation of |S N | (Proofs of Theorems 1.8 and 1.11) In this Section we prove Theorem 2.15 below and derive Theorem 1.8 from it. We also present here a proof of Theorem 1.11. Given N 1 and L 1, definē
(2.94) eq:qL thm:log Theorem 2.15 (Logarithmic diameter).
then for every β ∈ R and ε > 0 there exists c > 0 such that for all sufficiently large integers N 1,
First we present a quick proof of Theorem 1.8 that uses Theorem 2.15.
Then we establish the latter result.
Proof of Theorem 1.8. We apply (2.95) and (2.96) with L := C ln N to obtain all but part 2 immediately. And part 2 follows from Theorem 1.7 and from Cramér's theorem, since 2.97) decays more quickly than N −K , provided that C is large enough.
Our proof of Theorem 2.15 hinges on an analysis of the trajectory of a certain portion of the polymer, conditional on the charges and the remaining portions of the polymer. We begin with a Lemma that is useful for bounding the range of the polymer from above.
Choose and fix an integer N 1, and let I be a contiguous subset of {0 , . . . , N − 1} with |I| < N . Given a realization of the polymer S that satisfies C α for some 0 < α < 1, we say that monomer i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} is optimal when S i = x parity(i) sgn(q i ) (when q i = 0, monomer i is optimal when S i ∈ {x
. By extension, we say that S is nonoptimal on I when none of the monomers i ∈ I are optimal. Define N (I) := {S is nonoptimal on I} , and C(I) := C α ∩ {S is optimal at the position(s) next to I} , (2.98) where α ∈ (0 , 1), and C α is the event defined in (2.81).
lem:HSt Lemma 2.16. Let N , α, and I be fixed as above. Given a realization of q and S ∈ N (I) ∩ C(I), defineS as follows:
i=0 is a possible realization of a simple random walk and
Proof. Because S is optimal off I,S is a simple random walk [but it might not start at the origin].
Next we decompose H N (S) − H N (S) as
( 2.101) Now we observe that: 2.102) and (ii) If x = S i for some i ∈ I, then
Consequently, we can write
104) HStT1T2
where 2.105) and
Since εQ
(2.107) eq:HSt2
Let us write, temporarily, 2.109) the last line is valid because, whenever x = x odd ± is odd, the quantities Q x N (S) and Q x N (S) both lie in the interval [−
The claims follows from (2.104), (2.107) , and (2.110).
Proof of Theorem 2.15. We begin by deriving (2.95).
With probability exponentially close to one [as N → ∞], the total charge of the polymer satisfies
Therefore, by conditioning, we may [and will] assume that the charges satisfy the former inequality.
Because the q's satisfy (2.111), it follows that if we modify a single position S i of the polymer, then we change H N (S) by at most 8N E|q 0 |×|q i |.
Then, (2.112) leads to the bound .115) This yields (2.95). We prove (2.96) next.
If C α holds and S has L consecutive nonoptimal monomers, then we can find a contiguous I ⊂ {0 , . . . , N − 1} such that L |I| < N and S ∈ N (I) ∩ C(I). There are not more than N 2 corresponding choices for such an I. Therefore,
Consider such a contiguous set I. Every S ∈ N (I) ∩ C(I) gets mapped tō S :=S −S 0 ∈ C(I), and no more than (2d) |I| choices of S yield the sameS.
In addition, Lemma 2.16 and the definition (2.78) of Γ together tell us that Proof of Theorem 1.11. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.15.
Recall that R N α was defined in ( 1.30) , and define I := {0 , . . . , r − 1} for some fixed 1 r < N . Then, we may use (2.118 ) and the obvious fact that P β N (C(I)) 1 in order to deduce that
Next, we choose and fix an arbitrary δ > 0., and recall from (2.80) the event E δ N . Then almost surely on E δ N ,
as N → ∞; see (2.83 ) and (2.85). Define
Since lim δ↓0 ρ δ = ρ, it follows that ρ δ < 1 for all δ > 0 sufficiently small.
And hence, for all δ > 0 sufficiently small, lim sup
(2.124) Let δ → 0 to finish.
On the annealed measure
Our analysis of the quenched measure can be adapted with no difficulty, and with some simplifications, to study also the annealed measure. Here we prove only Proposition 1.12.
Proof of Proposition 1.12. We know already from the analog of Theorem 1.1 thatβ c 1. Therefore, it suffices to prove that EZ N (1) = ∞. Let
Because P{L ⋆ N = ν} (2d) −N for all N sufficiently large, it follows immediately from properties of the normal distribution that .126) And the latter quantity is infinite because ν/N 1/2.
2.8
The influence of a pulling force Basically, this is so because Lemma 2.3 is the only place where we explicitly used the fact that S is the simple symetric random walk. Now the new measure P λ has the following property:
127) eq:lreturn with E exp(λ · S 1 ) > 1 whenever λ = 0. Therefore, the local time at the origin satisfies E λ L 0 N EL 0 N . This is enough for concluding that even the statement of Lemma 2.3 continues to hold when we replace E with E λ for λ ∈ R d . Next we prove Theorem 1.13.
Proof of Theorem 1.13 . We begin with the proof of ( 1.45 where Z ε N (β, λ) is defined by adapting (2.1)-in the obvious way-to the new reference measure P λ , and A(N ) denotes the following event:
We know from Theorem 1.1 that Z
(1−ε)/(2κβ) N (β, λ) → e β in probability as N → ∞. Next we consider the second term in (2.128).
Because 2.130) it follows that 2.131) where I λ was defined in (1.44).
We conclude the proof by establishing a lower bound for I λ .
According to (2.127 ), .132) By the strong Markov property, L 0 ∞ has a geometric distribution with parameter p := P λ {S i = 0 for all i 1} , (2.133) and therefore p 1 − 1/E(exp(λ · S 1 )). It follows that 2.134) and consequently I λ (α) α ln E(exp(λ · S 1 )). (2. 135)
The conclusion ( 1.45 ) is immediate. Now we address the opposite bound (1.46) .
If e ∈ Z d has norm 1, then Finally, we prove that β c is locally Lipschitz.
The density dP λ+µ dP λ σ(q,S 0 ,...,S k ) := exp(µ · S k ) (E λ exp(µ · S 1 )) k (2.138) is bounded from above and below respectively by exp(±2k µ 1 ). Therefore, for all β ∈ R, .139) This proves the claim when one chooses 2.140) for which ̥ λ+µ (β) > 0 [thanks to the convexity of ̥ λ+µ ]. The lower bound on ̥ ′ λ (β c (λ)) comes from the generalization of (1.19) in Theorem 1.5. A The local times of the random walk
In this appendix we collect some facts about the local times of the simple random walk {S i } ∞ i=0 on Z d . Recall that the local time at x of the walk is denoted by the process {L x N } ∞ N =1 , and is defined by L x N := 0 i<N 1 {S i =x} . stochastic monotonicity implies that for all N 1, .8) eq:SM Therefore, Lemma A.1 finishes the proof.
